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Chapterr  5 

Quantumm Algorithm s and Combinatorics 

Inn this chapter  we investigate how we can employ the structure of combinatorial 
objectss like Hadamard matrices and weighing matrices to devise new quantum 
algorithms.. We show how the properties of a weighing matri x can be used to con-
structt  a problem for  which the quantum query complexity is significantly lower 
thann the classical one. It is pointed out that this scheme captures both Bernstein 
&&  Vazirani' s inner-product protocol, as well as Grover's search algorithm. 

Inn the second part we consider  Paley's construction of Hadamard matrices to 
designn a more specific problem that uses the Legendre symbol x (which indicates 
iff  an element of a finite field  Fj, is a quadratic residue or  not). It is shown how 
forr  a shifted Legendre function fa(x) = x (x + s), the unknown s E Fp*  can 
bee obtained exactly with only two quantum calls to f8. This is in sharp contrast 
withh the observation that any classical, probabilisti c procedure requires at least 
kk log p queries to solve the same problem. 

5.11 Combinatorics, Hadamard and Weighing Matrices 
Thee matrix H associated with the Hadamard transform is—in the context of quantum 
computation—calledd the 'Hadamard matrix'. This terminology is perhaps unfortunate 
becausee the same term has already been used in combinatorics to cover a much broader 
concept.. (See the 1893 article by Jacques Hadamard[50] for the origin of this term.) 

Definitionn 7 (Hadamard matrix in combinatorics) A matrix M e {-l,+l} nxn is 
calledcalled a Hadamard matrix if and only if M  MT = n  In, where ^"denotes the 
transposetranspose of a matrix. 

Obviously,, when M is a Hadamard matrix, then M. e U(n) is a unitary matrix . The 
followingg two standard results are easy to verify. 

 If M is a Hadamard matrix, then the dimension of M will be 1,2 or divisible by 
4. . 
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 If Mi and M2 are Hadamard matrices, then their tensor product Mi <g> M2 is a 
Hadamardd matrix as well. 

Itt is a famous open problem whether or not there exists a Hadamard matrix for every 
dimensionn 4k. 

Thee H®n matrices, which we encountered before, form only a small subset of all 
thee Hadamard matrices that we know in combinatorics. Instead, the matrices i/2^H®n 

shouldd perhaps be called "Hadamard matrices of the Sylvester kind" after the author 
whoo first discussed this specific family of matrices. [96] 

Thee properties of Hadamard matrices (especially the above mentioned 4fc-question) 
iss an intensively studied topic in combinatorics, and its complexity is impressive given 
thee simple definition.[33, 51, 85, 86, 93] In 1933, Raymond Paley proved the exis-
tencee of two families of Hadamard matrices that are very different from Sylvester's 
2n-construction. . 

Factt  8 (Paley construction I and II ) I: For every prime p with p = 3 mod 4 and ev-
eryery integer k, there exists a Hadamard matrix of dimension (pk + 1) x (pk +1). II:  For 
everyevery prime p with p = 1 mod 4 and every integer k, there exists a Hadamard matrix 
ofof dimension ( 2/ + 2) x ( 2/ + 2). 

Proof::  See the original article [76].
Forr here it suffices to say that Paley's construction uses the theory of quadratic residues 
overr finite fields Fp* . We will discuss this topic in Section 5.3 in order to acquire the 
necessaryy tools for the construction of the quantum algorithm of Theorem 9. 

Onee can extend the notion of Hadamard matrices by allowing three possible matrix 
elementss {-1 , +1,0}, while still requiring the M  MT oc I„  restriction. We thus reach 
thee following definition. 

Definitionn 8 (Weighing matrix [33,85]) A matrix M <=  {-1,0, + l } n x n is called a 
weighingg matrix if and only if M  MT = k  ln for some 0 < k < n. The set of such 
matricesmatrices is denoted by W(n, k). 

Byy looking at a row of a matrix M e {-1,0, +l} nxn, we see that M-MT = k-In im-
pliess that this row has has n~k zeros, and k entries "+1" or " - 1 " . As a result, W(n, n) 
aree the Hadamard matrices again, whereas W(n, n - 1) are called conference matrices. 
Thee identity matrix I„  is an example of a W(n, 1) matrix. If il ^ € W(ni,A;i) and 
MM22 e W(n2, k2), then their tensor product Mi <g> M2 is an element of W(nin2, kik2). 
Thiss implies that for every weighing matrix M e W(n, k) we have in fact a whole 
familyy of matrices Mm e W(n', k*), indexed by t € N. 

Examplee 1 

+ i i 

+1 1 
- 1 1 

0 0 
+1 1 

+1 1 
0 0 

- 1 1 
- 1 1 

o\ \ 
+1 1 
- 1 1 

+W W 
isis a W(4', 3() weighing matrix. 
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Thee observation that for every M € W(n, k) the matrix 4-  M e U(n) is a unitary 
matrixx makes the connection between combinatorics and quantum computation that we 
exploree in this chapter. In the next section we will see how the mutually orthogonal ba-
siss of such a matrix can be used for a query efficient quantum algorithm. The classical 
lowerr bound for the same problem is proven using standard, decision tree arguments. 

5.22 Quantum Algorithm s for  Weighing Matrices 

Inn this section we will describe a general weighing-matrix-problem and its quantum 
solution.. But before doing so, we first mention the following state-construction lemma 
whichh follows directly from earlier results on Grover's search algorithm. 

Lemmaa 6 (State construction lemma) Let ƒ : { 1 , . . . , n) — {—1,0, +1}  be a black-
boxbox function. If we know that k of the function values are "+l"or  "—1", and the 
remainingremaining n — k entries are '0" then the preparation of the state 

\f)\f)  = kpm, 
requiresrequires no more than |~| ^/f l  + * quantum evaluations of the black-box function ƒ. 
WhenWhen k = n,a single query is sufficient. 

Proof::  First, we use the amplitude amplification process of Grover's search algorithm 
[48]]  to create, exactly, the state 

ii  n 

withh < [f A / H queries to ƒ. (See the article by Boyer et al. [25] for a derivation of 
thiss upper bound. Obviously, no queries are required if k = n.) After that, following 
Factt 2, one additional /-call is sufficient to insert the proper amplitudes, yielding the 
desiredd state | ƒ). D 

Wee will now define the central problem of this chapter, which assumes the existence 
off  a weighing matrix. 

Definitionn 9 (Weighing matri x problem) Let M be a W(n, A;) weighing matrix. De-
finefine a set ofn functions $* : { 1 , . . . , n}  — {-1,0, +1}  for every s € { 1 , . . . , n} 
by by 

ffss
MM(i)(i)  = Msi. 

GivenGiven a function ƒƒ*  in the form of a black-box, we want to calculate the parameter s. 
TheThe (probabilistic) query complexity of the weighing matrix problem is the minimum 
numbernumber of calls to the function ƒ that is necessary to determine the value s (with high 
probability). probability). 
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Withh the quantum protocol of Lemma 6 we can solve this problem in a straightforward 
way. . 

Theoremm 8 (Quantum algorithm for  the weighing matrix problem) Given a matrix 
MM 6 W(n, A;) with the corresponding query problem of Definition 9, there exists a 
quantumquantum algorithm that exactly determines s with \\ yff] + 1 queries to /S

M. (When 
nn = A;, the problem can be solved with one query to the function.) 

Proof::  First, prepare the state |/S
M) = ^ £?=i f?f(i)\i)  with [~f ^/f l + 1 queries to 

thee function ƒ. Then, measure the state in the basis spanned by the vectors | ƒ**) , |/2
M ), 

 >| fn)- Because M is a weighing matrix, this basis is orthogonal and hence the 
outcomee of the measurement gives us the value s (via the outcome /S

M) without error. 
D D 

Forr every possible weighing matrix, this result establishes a separation between the 
quantumm and the classical query complexity of the problem, as is shown by the follow-
ingg classical lower bound. 

Lemmaa 7 (Classical lower  bounds for  the weighing matri x problem) Consider the 
problemproblem of Definition 9 for a weighing matrix M £ \N(n,k). Let d be the number 
ofof queries used by a classical algorithm that recovers s with an error probability ofe. 
Then,Then, this query complexity is bounded from below by 

dd > log3( l -£ )+ log3n, 

dd > ( l - * ) ï - i , 
dd > log((l — e)n + n — k) — log(n — k + 1). 

(For(For the case where k = n, this lower bound equals d > log(l - e) + log n.) 

Proof::  We will prove these bounds by considering the decision trees that describe the 
possiblee classical protocols. The procedure starts at the root of the tree and this node 
containss the first index i that the protocol queries to the function ƒ. Depending on the 
outcomee f(i) € {—1,0, +1}, the protocol follows one of the (three) outgoing edges to 
aa new node x, which contains the next query index ix. This routine is repeated until 
thee procedure reaches one of the leaves of the tree. At that point, the protocol guesses 
whichh function it has been querying. With this representation, the depth of such a 
treee reflects the number of queries that the protocol uses, while the number of leaves 
(nodess without outgoing edges) indicates how many different functions the procedure 
cann distinguish. 

Forr a probabilistic algorithm with error probability s, we need to have decision 
treess with at least (1 — e)n leaves. Because the number of outgoing edges cannot be 
biggerr than 3, a tree with depth d has maximally 3d leaves. This proves the first lower 
boundd via 3d > (1 - e)n. 

Forr the second and third bound we have to analyze the maximum size of the optimal 
decisionn tree as it depends on the values k and n. We know that for every index ix, there 
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aree only k different functions with ƒ (ix)  ̂ 0. This implies that at every node x the joint 
numberr of leaves of the two subtrees (associated with the outcomes ƒ (ix) = —1 and 
+1)) cannot be bigger than k. Hence, by considering the path (starting from the root) 
alongg the edges that correspond to the answers ƒ (ix) = 0, we see that a decision tree 
withh d queries, can distinguish no more than dk + 1 functions. (Consider for example 
thee case where k = 1.) Similarly, we can use the observation that there are exactly 
nn — k functions with ƒ (ix) = 0 for every node x. This tells us that a tree with depth d 
hass a maximum number of leaves of 2d + (2d — 1) (n — k). D 
Thee above bounds simplify significantly when we express them as functions of (big 
enough)) n. This gives us the following table (note that the quantum complexity holds 
forr the exact solution with s = 0): 

kk quantum upper bound classical lower bound 

o(n)o(n) r f v ^ f H 1 ( l - e ) ï - O ( l ) 
0(n)) 0(1) log3rc + log3( l -e) 

nn 1 logn + log(l — e) 

Notee that the n-dimensional identity matrix is a W(n, 1) weighing matrix, and that 
forr this In the previous theorem and lemma are just a rephrasing (with k — 1) of the 
resultss on Graver's search algorithm for exactly one matching entry. The algorithm 
off  Bernstein & Vazirani is also captured by the above as the case where k has the 
maximumm value k = n (with the weighing matrices (\/2  H)®* € W(2*, 2t)). Hence 
wee can think of those two algorithms as the extreme instances of the more general 
weighingg matrix problem. 

Ass we phrased it, a weighing matrix M e W(n, k) gives only a input-size specific 
problemm for which there is a classical/quantum separation, but not a problem that is 
definedd for every input size iV, as is more customary. We know, however, that for 
everyy such matrix M, the tensor products M®* are also W(nl, kl) weighing matrices 
(forr all t € N). We therefore have the following direct consequence of our results. 

Lemmaa 8 Every weighing matrix M G W(rc, k) leads—viathe set of matrices M 0 t e 
W(n',, kl)—toa weighing matrix problem for N = n ' and K = kl = Nlog™k. By 
definingdefining j = 1 — logj k we have, for every suitable N, a quantum algorithm with 
queryquery complexity jVN  ̂ for which there is a classical, probabilistic lower bound of 
( l - £ ) -AH . . 

Examplee 2 Using the W(4', 3f) weighing matrices of Example 1, we have 7 = 1 -
\\ log 3 « 0.21, and hence a quantum algorithm with query complexity \N°10-. The 
correspondingcorresponding classical probabilistic, lower bound of this problem is (1 — e)  ,/v0 21 . 

AA legitimate objection against the weighing-matrix-problem is that it does not seem 
too be very useful (besides the known boundary cases k — 1 and k = n). In order 
too obtain more natural problems one can try to look into the specific structure that 
constitutess the weighing matrix or matrices. An example of such an approach will be 
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givenn in the next two sections via Paley's construction of Hadamard matrices. We will 
seee how this leads to the definition of a problem about quadratic residues of finite fields 
withh a quantum solution that is more efficient than any classical protocol. 

5.33 Quadratic Residues of Finite Fields 

Thiss section describes some standard results about quadratic residues and Legendre 
symbolss over finite fields. Readers familiar with this topic can safely skip the next 
paragraphss and continue with Section 5.6. For more background information one can 
lookk up references like [32] or [57]. 

5.44 Finite Field Factoids 

Fromm now on p denotes an odd prime. It is known that there always exists a generator 
CC for the multiplicative group F*fc = ¥pk \ {0} . [32, 57] This means that the sequence 
CC C2i C3!  wiU generate all non-zero elements of Fp* . As this is a set of size pk — 1, 
itt follows that Cp = C and hence ((p _1^ = 1. Hence we have the equality 

CC = (j if and only if i=j  mod {pk - 1) (5.1) 

forr every integer i and j . 
Wee now turn our attention to the definition of the generalized Legendre symbol. [32] 

Definitionn 10 (Legendre symbol over  finite fields) For every finite field F ,̂ withp 
anan odd prime, the Legendre symbol-function x  Fpt — {-1,0,+1}  indicates if a 
numbernumber is a quadratic residue or not, and is thus defined by 

{ 00 ifx = 0 
+11 if 3y ^ 0 : y2 = x 
-11 ifiy:y2^x. 

Byy Equation 5.1, the quadratic expression (CJ)2 = C2j — C *s correct if and only if 
2j2j — i mod pk — 1. As p is odd, pk — 1 will be even, and hence there can only exists 
aa j with (CJ)2 = C when i is even. Obviously, if i is even, then Ĉ  with j =  gives a 
solutionn to our quadratic equation. This proves that 50% of the elements of F*fc are a 
quadraticc residue with \{x) — +1. while the other half has \{x) = — 1. In particular, 
x{C)x{C) = (—1)'*  and hence for the total sum of the function values: ^ x \{x) = 0. 

5.55 Multiplicativ e Characters over  Finite Fields 

Thee rule x(0)  xiC?) = x(Ct+J)» m combination with x(0) = 0, shows that the 
Legendree symbol x is a multiplicative character with x(x) ' x(y) — x(xu) f° r all 
x,yx,y e¥pk. 
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Definitionn 11 (Multiplicativ e characters over  finite fields) The function %  Fpfc —
CC is a multiplicative character if and only ifx(xv) = x(x)x{y) for all x, y € Fp* . The 
constantconstant function x{x) = 1 is called the trivial character. (We do not consider the other 
trivialtrivial  function x{x) = 0.) 

Seee [32,57] for the usage of multiplicative characters in number theory. They have the 
followingg elementary properties, which we present without proof: 

 X(l ) = 1. 

 for all nonzero x, the value x(x) is a (pk — l)th root of unity, 

iff  x is nontrivial, we have x(0) = 0, 

thee inverse of nonzero x obeys x(x *) = xix) = x(xY' 

 ^2X xix) = 0 f° r nontrivial x-
Thee remainder of this section is used to prove a 'near orthogonality' property, typical 
forr nontrivial characters,, which will be the crucial ingredient of the quantum algorithm 
off  the next section. 

Lemmaa 9 (Near  orthogonality of shifted characters) Consider a nontrivial charac-
terter x  Fpfc — C. For the 'complex inner product' between two x-s that are shifted by 
ss and r eFpk it holds that 

E ,, ,» , , f pk — 1 ifs = r 

XX((
xx + r) x{x + s) = < _x ifs ,r 

*&+*&+  L 

Proof::  Rewrite 
5ZZ X(x + r)*x{x + s) = ^T x(x)*x(a; + A) 

x€¥x€¥pkpk xeFpfc 

withh A = s - r. If s = r this sum equals pk — 1. Otherwise, we can use the fact that 
XiXixx)*x()*x( xx + A) = x(l + x~xA) = x(A)x(A _1 + x~l) (for x  ̂ 0) to reach 

££ x(x)\{x + A) = x(A) £ xCA^+x" 1) . 

Earlierr we noticed that Y,x x(x) = 0» md therefore in the above summation (where 
thee value x = 0 is omitted) we have Ylx xix~l + A - 1) = -x (A _ 1) . This confirms 
thatt indeed 

x t A ^ x O ^^ + A-1) = - 1 , 
x€F*. . 

p* * 

whichh finishes the proof.
Wee will use this lemma in the setting where the character is the earlier described Leg-
endree symbol. 
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5.66 The shifted Legendre Symbol Problem 
Raymondd Paley used the near orthogonality property of the Legendre symbol for the 
constructionn of his Hadamard matrices. [76] Here we will use the same property to de-
scribee a problem that, much like the above weighing matrix problem, has a gap between 
itss quantum and its classical query complexity. In light of Theorem 8 and Lemma 7 
thee results of this section are probably not very surprising. Rather, we wish to give an 
examplee of how we can borrow the ideas behind the construction of combinatorial ob-
jectss to design new quantum algorithms. In this case this is done by stating a problem 
thatt uses the Legendre symbol over finite fields. 

Definitionn 12 (Shifted Legendre Symbol Problem) Assume that we have a black-
boxbox for a shifted Legendre function fs : Fpfc —> {-1,0,4-1}  that obeys 

fs(x)fs(x) = x(x + s), 

withh me—forus unknown—shiftparameter s e F pk. (Recall Definition 10 for a de-
scriptionscription of\.) The task is to determine the value s with a minimum number of calls 
toto the function f. 

Firstt we will prove a lower bound for the classical query complexity of this problem. 
Thiss proof is almost identical to the lower bounds of Lemma 7 for the weighing matrix 
problem. . 

Lemmaa 10 (Classical lower  bound for  the SLS problem) Assume a classical algo-
rithmrithm that tries to solve the shifted Legendre symbol problem over a unite field ]£*. 
ToTo determine the requested value s with a maximum error rate e, requires more than 
kk logp + log(l — e) — 1 queries to the function fs. 

Proof::  For every index ix there is exactly one function with f(ix) = 0. For the 
decisionn tree of a classical protocol this implies that every node x can only have two 
properr subtrees (corresponding to the answers ƒ (i) = 1 and -1) and one deciding leaf 
(thee case f(-i)(i)  = 0). Hence, a decision tree of depth d can distinguish no more than 
22d+1d+1 - 1 different functions. In order to be able to differentiate between (1 — e)pk 

functions,, we mus need a depth d of at least log(( 1 - e)pk - 1). D 
Thee next theorem shows us how—with a quantum computer—we can recover s 

exactlyy with only two queries. 

Theoremm 9 (Two Query Quantum Algorith m for  the SLS Problem) For any finite 
fieldfield Fpk, the problem of Definition 12 can be solved exactly with two quantum queries 
toto the black-box function fs. 

Proof::  We exhibit the quantum algorithm in detail. We start with the superposition 

|start>> = /4-^T E \x)\°)) +^^=ldummy)|l). 
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(Thee reason for the "dummy" part of state that we use will be clear later in the analysis.) 
Thee first oracle call is used to calculate the different x values for the non-dummy states, 
giving g 

Istait)) H-- -=L=  £ \x)\fa{x)) + - = = | d u m m y > | l> 

==  -?=L=  I £ \x)\x{x + s))\ + - ^ = | d u m m y ) | l }. 

Att this point, we measure the rightmost register to see if it contains the value "zero". 
Iff  this is indeed the case (probability ^rpy), the state has collapsed to | - s)|0) which 
directlyy gives us the desired answer s. Otherwise, we continue with the now reduced 
state e 

4 =[[  £ \x)\x(x + s)))+^=\dummy)\l), (5.2) 

onn which we apply a conditional phase change (depending on the x values in the right-
mostt register). We finish the computing by 'erasing' this rightmost register with a 
secondd call to ƒ,. (For the dummy part, we just reset the value to "zero".) This gives 
uss the final state ip, depending on s, of the form 

|^>|0)) = -~= I Y,x(x + s)\x)\ |0) + -^|dummy)|0>. 
VPVP \xeFpk J VP 

(Noticee how the xix +  s) amplitude is zero for the missing entry x = —s in the 
summationn over Fp*.) 

Whatt is left to show is that {|^s)|s e Fp*}  forms a set of orthogonal vectors. 
Lemmaa 9 tells us that for the inner product between two states xj)s and ipr it holds that 

{ { 
11 if s = r 
00 i f s ^ r . 

Inn other words, the states ipa for s € Fp*  are mutually orthogonal. Hence, by measuring 
thee final state in the ^-basis, we can determine without error the shift factor s e Fpfc 
afterr only two oracle calls to the function ƒ„.
Moree recently, Peter H0yer has shown the existence of a one query protocol for the 
samee problem, [private communication] 
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Thee above algorithm only reduces the query complexity to fs. The time complexity 
off  the protocol is another matter, as we did not explain how to perform the final mea-
surementt along the ip axes in a time-efficient way. In a recent article [37] it is shown 
howw one can implement the unitary mapping 

\s)\s) — —= \J2 X{x + s)\x) + ^=|dummy) 
VPVP \xtFpk J VP 

withh an efficient quantum circuit of depth polylog^*). 

5.77 Conclusion 

Wee have established a connection between the construction of weighing matrices in 
combinatorics,, and the design of new quantum algorithms. It was shown how every 
weighingg matrix leads to a query problem that has a more efficient quantum solution 
thann is possible classically. 

Usingg the structure of quadratic residues over finite fields, we gave an explicit ex-
amplee of a task with constant quantum query complexity, but logarithmic classical 
queryy complexity. 

Thee implicit goal of this chapter was to suggest new possibilities for the construc-
tionn of useful quantum algorithms. Other results on Hadamard matrices that are espe-
ciallyy interesting in this context are, for example, the complex Hadamard matrices of 
Turyn[100]]  and the Hadamard matrices of the dihedral group type[61, 90]. 


